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America is at war with countless enemies foreign and domestic. The need for elected Federal government
leadership unity is vital, as existential threats to our nation are more numerous and complex now than at any
time in our history, yet our elected leadership is an existential threat to our nation instead of our solution.
Revolting Refrigerator Republicans must be exposed immediately for who they really are…rejected elected
leaders throwing hissy fit tantrums in public because they are convinced they should be in charge, but were
rejected. They have zero specific realistic solutions to solve issues, so their selfish agenda is to destroy realistic
solutions for attention, much like a two-year old throwing hissy fit tantrums demanding attention.
I taught Leadership Seminars to private industry teams of executives, using exercises to expose the fact the
more companies grow, the communication gap widens between the top leadership and front line leaders
implementing the actual work being done. The disastrous result is the top leader cannot lead if front line leaders
do not follow. The problem is only resolved by business process engineering to insure every leader from top to
bottom understand and implement on the front lines those business processes that top leader designed.
A key element to resolving inevitable conflicts in leadership is that conflicts must be brought only to the one
person with authority to effect desired change. This basic protocol is the key to every successful sports team as
well as corporate leadership team. Sharing conflicts with any person without the authority to deliver desired
change creates a treasonous, terminal cancer for any team, on any playing field, including elected leader teams,
by selfish interests putting self above the greater good for the team, risking failure for both team and self.
America suffers from Revolting Refrigerator Republicans, a few Senators and Congress persons afflicted with
pathological selfish political aspirations who refuse to actually resolve their conflicts with those chosen to be in
charge by throwing hissy fit tantrums in the form of Press Conferences, all in hopes of convincing We the
People to put them in charge instead of our current choice who actually is in charge.
Senators John McCain, Lindsay Graham, Rand Paul became convinced they were the superior choice to be in
charge of our nation and refuse to accept the fact they were soundly rejected and humiliated.
These “Legends in their own mind” pathological power pursuits are so engrained that every time they open a
refrigerator door, the light comes on, so they start holding a Press Conference to tell their fantasy world why
they should be in charge. Revolting Refrigerator Republicans hissy fit temper tantrum Press Conferences only
expose themselves to the world as proof why they are not in charge and should never be in charge, but must
instead take their conflicts only to the person in authority who can deliver their desired change, then follow the
leader We the People actually chose.
For God’s Glory and Old Glory,
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